Age-dependent dynamics is an important characteristic of many infectious diseases. Age-group epidemic models describe the infection dynamics in different age-groups by allowing to set distinct parameter values for each. However, such models are highly nonlinear and may have a large number of unknown parameters. Thus, parameter estimation of agegroup models, while becoming a fundamental issue for both the scientific study and policy making in infectious diseases, is not a trivial task in practice. In this paper, we examine the estimation of the so-called next-generation matrix using incidence data of a single entire outbreak, and extend the approach to deal with recurring outbreaks. Unlike previous studies, we do not assume any constraints regarding the structure of the matrix. A novel two-stage approach is developed, which allows for efficient parameter estimation from both statistical and computational perspectives. Simulation studies corroborate the ability to estimate accurately the parameters of the model for several realistic scenarios. The model and estimation method are applied to real data of influenza-like-illness in Israel. The parameter estimates of the key relevant epidemiological parameters and the recovered structure of the estimated next-generation matrix are in line with results obtained in previous studies.
Introduction
In recent years, mathematical models have proven to be an effective tool for examining and exploring the dynamics of the spread of infectious diseases. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Special practical interest in such models stems from the fact that they are currently the only systematic way to study possible control and mitigation strategies. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] At present, a major limitation in applying such models to deal with real life policy issues is the need to assure that the values used for the various parameters in the model are realistic. Whereas some parameters can be estimated using direct measurements or previous knowledge, other parameter values can only be estimated by model fitting to data collected during an outbreak. To do so for a large number of parameters, it is necessary to have sufficient amounts of data and to develop statistical methods which will allow efficient parameter estimation, both computationally and statistically. Thus, parameter estimation by fitting mathematical models to outbreak data becomes a fundamental issue for both the scientific study and policy-making in infectious diseases. [11] [12] [13] [14] For many infectious diseases, there is a clear age-dependent dynamic, as can be seen from data regarding the burden of disease in different age-groups. [15] [16] [17] Age-group epidemic models describe the infection dynamics in each age-group by allowing to set distinct parameter values for each group. One common methodological approach to quantify such heterogeneities is the use of a ''who acquires infection from whom'' (WAIFW) matrix, which specifies the different transmission rates within and between the different age-groups. 1, 18, 19 A closely related concept is the next-generation matrix (NGM), which is an extension of the basic reproduction number R 0 for an age-group model 20, 21 (see section 2 for details). The inference of the WAIFW matrix or the NGM has been limited historically. In most previous studies, age-group parameters were inferred using serological data, which can be used as a proxy of the attack rate in each age-group, while assuming that the disease is at a steady state (see Anderson and May 1 ) . In this case, there is a single data point for the disease prevalence for each age-group, limiting the number of the matrix parameters which can be estimated. Efforts in the literature to bypass and simplify the problem attempt to estimate a smaller number of the matrix parameters. The first attempt in this direction was Schenzle's pioneering studies, where he introduced assumptions (constrains) regarding the structure of the WAIFW matrix. 19 One possible such structure simplification was to assume proportionate mixing, or supposing that certain groups of matrix elements are equal. 1, 22, 23 Klepac and co-workers estimated such a constrained WAIFW matrix with three age-groups using incidence data from a phocine distemper virus outbreak in seals. 24 Glass and co-workers estimated several types of constrained NGM matrices with two age-groups of children and adults using incidence data of the initial stages of the A/H1N1pdm influenza outbreak in Japan. 25 Another approach for estimating the WAIFW/NGM matrix is by combining contact tracing data together with incidence data. Katriel and co-workers developed a method and estimated the NGM for three age-groups using data collected during the initial stages of the A/H1N1pdm influenza outbreak in Israel. 26 Using a simulation study, they demonstrated that the use of both datasets together enables an accurate estimation of the NGM without the need to make any assumption regarding its structure. However, there are very few studies with sufficient contact tracing data that can be used to obtain reliable estimates. Moreover, most contact tracing datasets have estimated a relatively small contact network which might not be representative of the true network and can lead to biases in the estimations.
A third approach is to assume that the WAIFW/NGM matrix is determined exclusively by the contact patterns among individuals from different age-groups, and use empirical data on social contacts in a given population to estimate the matrix. 27, 28 In 2008, a large survey study, known as the POLYMOD study, was conducted in eight European countries, in order to quantify different social contact patterns, including age-group contact rates. 29 Since then, there is a growing number of studies that use inferred social contact data to model the age-group transmission dynamics of different diseases. [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] Nevertheless, the social contacts approach suffers from several drawbacks. First, the contact matrices obtained from surveys are subjected to different reporting biases. Second, the surveys were conducted in only a few countries and it is not clear how serviceable the matrices are for other countries, as contact patterns are culturally dependent. Third, the contact patterns relevant for the transmission of an infectious disease are dependent on its mode of transmission (e.g. airborne vs. fecal-oral), so that different contact data should be used for different diseases, and it is not straightforward what type of contact information best reflects the transmission dynamics of a certain disease. Finally, additional factors other than contact patterns can affect the age-group transmission rates, such as age-dependent susceptibility or behavioral patterns (e.g. hygiene).
In this paper we examine for the first time the possibility of estimating the NGM using incidence data of an entire outbreak, without assuming any constraints regarding the structure of the matrix. We also examine how incidence data from recurring outbreaks can be used in order to improve our estimates. This is done by developing a two-stage estimation method, which includes as an initial step a modified version of the direct estimation method, 37 and as a second step, an application of maximum likelihood estimation. We demonstrate that the first step helps in reducing the computational burden and in avoiding complex nonlinear optimization issues. Further, the use of a direct estimation approach sheds new light on theoretical properties of the model such as identifiability, which leads to valuable insights. Using a simulation study, we explore under what conditions the method is able to estimate the NGM parameters. Finally, we apply our methodology to fit a two age-group model to Influenza Like Illness (ILI) data from 11 seasonal influenza outbreaks in Israel, providing estimates for the NGM and other key model parameters.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the mathematical and statistical models considered in this work. In section 3 the new inference approach is explained in detail, while section 4 presents the estimation results both from simulations and real data; section 5 summarizes this research with a discussion.
Mathematical and statistical models 2.1 The transmission model
We use the following age-group transmission model, formulated as a discrete-time, age-of-infection model:
This is a slightly modified model to what was used in Katriel et al., 26 in this case the depletion of the susceptible population is not neglected, as we intend to model a full epidemic and not just its initial stages. Here, i j t ð Þ is the number of newly infected from age-group j (1 j m) and S j t ð Þ is the number of susceptible individuals from age group j on day t. Other works use notation t i for the discrete time points. However, for ease of notation we use t in the sequel, where t ¼ 1, . . . , T. The model assumes infected individual remain infected for d days, so that i j t ð Þ depends on the number of newly infected from up to d days ago. The infectiousness of an infected individual changes with the age of his infection according to the serial interval distribution P 1::d (
. 26 is the nextgeneration matrix (NGM). In a totally susceptible population, a single infected individual from age-group j infects on average jk individuals from age-group k over the period of his/her infection. However, since not all the population is susceptible, i j t ð Þ depends on the portion of susceptible population in age-group j at day t À 1, S j ðt À 1Þ=N j , where N j is the size of age-group j. For more information regarding the derivation of the model see literature. 26, 38 The basic reproductive number for the model, or the mean number of infections caused by a single infected individual in the population as a whole, is given by R 0 ¼ ð Þ where ðMÞ signifies the spectral radius or maximum Eigen value of a matrix M. 20, 21 The basic reproductive number for each age-group j, or the mean number of infections caused by a single infected individual from age-group j, is defined as R 0j ¼ P m l¼1 lj . The effective reproductive number for the model R e , which is the reproductive number in a partially susceptible population, is given by
where S 0j S j ð0Þ=N j is the initial fraction of susceptible individuals in age-group j.
We point out a few basic facts that might shed some light on the identifiability of the model considered in equation (1) . Given t ¼ 1, . . . , T discrete points of the incidence defined in equation (1a), it is possible to write the transmission model in matrix notation as follows
. . .
where
Denote the matrix with the components X jk ðtÞ by X. Then by structural identifiability, we mean that the following relation holds true 
The determinant of the matrix B is given by det B ð Þ ¼ det B 1 ð Þ Â det B 2 ð Þ and hence, singularity of B will be determined by the behavior of the matrices B 1 , B 2 . In particular
The above equations suggest that if i 1 t ð Þ ¼ i 2 t ð Þ for all t, then the matrix B is singular. In fact, setting i 1 t ð Þ ¼ c Â i 2 t ð Þ for some constant c for all t leads to singularity of the matrix B. Degenerate cases such as
or other similar combinations, see equations above) also result in the matrix B being singular. In scenarios which are in a close vicinity to a singularity scenario (when i 1 % i 2 ), the model, while mathematically identifiable, becomes less identifiable in practice (see SM section 1). Due to the complex nonlinearities of the model, it is not straightforward to point out nontrivial scenarios of model parameters for which i 1 % i 2 . Throughout this work, we assume to deal with structural identifiable models.
The observation model
We use a measurement error model in which the observations are given by the deterministic age-group incidence data (equation (1a)) plus an additive normal noise
Here, a serves as a constant baseline noise and b is a factor determining the relation between the amount of noise and the incidence on day t ¼ 1, . . . , T.
Methods 3.1 A two-stage method for estimating the next-generation matrix
Given observed incidence Y j t ð Þ for 1 j m and t ¼ 1, . . . , T, we wish to estimate the parameters of the NGM, where initially it is assumed that the initial fractions of susceptible in the age-groups (S 0j ) are known. The estimation can be done using the maximum-likelihood (or nonlinear least squares) approach where one would search for the parameter values that maximize the likelihood function given the observed data. 11, 26, 36 However, the accuracy and computational complexity of maximum-likelihood estimation crucially depend on the initial guess in the parameter space used for optimization, especially when many parameters are considered. Indeed, starting the optimization from random points in the parameter space may lead to local convergence or even lack of convergence of the optimization algorithm (Table S3) . Furthermore, nonlinear optimization is computationally demanding since one has to ''solve'' the model for many candidate parameter values (see, e.g., Voit and Almeida 39 in the context of differential equations). Most of the problems just described can be bypassed by first estimating directly without the use of nonlinear optimization. The direct estimation of model parameters is referred to in the literature as the ''direct integral method'' in the context of ordinary differential equations. 37, 40, 41 To be more specific, Dattner et al. 40 show that the direct integral method is ffiffi ffi n p -consistent (n stands for the sample size) for estimating parameters of fully observed systems of ordinary differential equations linear in functions of the parameters, while Vujacˇic´et al. 42 prove consistency for partially observed systems. Below, we modify the estimation method to deal with a discrete time model. Since integrals are not needed, we refer to the method as the ''direct'' method. While the direct method is faster in terms of computational time and circumvents the need for nonlinear optimization, the resulting parameter estimators are not statistically efficient. Thus, this method can be used for generating initial/prior estimates in the parameter space to be used by likelihood estimation, as done here, and hence the two-stage approach. Let Y stand for the vector of observations
. , T is given by equation (4). Then the statistical model takes the matrix form
where the matrix X and the vector are given in equation (3) and
. The least squares solution for , i.e., the solution that minimizes the Euclidean norm Y À X 2 is given bỹ
However, in reality i j is not known and therefore cannot be used when computing X jk . Consequently, the matrix X cannot be obtained in order to attain the estimator. Hence, we estimate i j by smoothing the observations Y j . We denote the resulting estimator byî j . Consequently, we have an estimate of the matrix X denoted byX and the resulting estimator for takes the form
This is the first step of the estimation procedure, denoted as the 'direct' step. The second step is then to try and further improve the estimate of using maximum-likelihood optimization with the direct estimator set as the initial estimate. Based on the observation model (4), the log-likelihood function to maximize is given by
The final estimator obtained through the second stage of the procedure is thus denoted by ML . The incidence i j tj ð Þ is calculated by plugging into the transmission model (1) . The likelihood function can be extended to include the parameters a and b in case they are unknown as well as additional unknown parameters such as S 0j , as explained in the next section.
Estimating the next-generation matrix together with additional model parameters
In many cases, the values of the initial fraction of susceptible in the population (S 0j ) are unknown. In addition, the transmission model may include more parameters that we would like to estimate such as the effect of weather conditions on the transmission rates. 43, 44 In such cases, one would need to estimate the additional parameters together with . However, note that the transmission model (equation (1)) is linear in parameter but nonlinear in S 0j . Thus, while the parameter can be estimated in a ''direct'' linear least squares fashion as described above, this is not true with estimating the additional model parameters such as S 0j where nonlinear optimization is unavoidable. We call such a model ''semi-linear in the parameters.'' Modification of the direct integral method to models of ordinary differential equations semi-linear in the parameters was studied in Dattner et al. 41 Next we suggest a modification for the discrete case of equation (1) . Let stand for the set of additional parameter values not including that one would wish to estimate (i.e. ¼ S 0j ), and consider the matrix X of equation (3) . The components X jk ðtÞ of the matrix X will depend on the unknown parameters . Thus, in case of a model semi-linear in the parameters we emphasize this dependence using the notation
which implies that any direct solution depends nonlinearly on additional parameters . We estimate via nonlinear maximization of equation (6), where the incidence i j tj À Á are calculated by plugging and into the transmission model (1). Once we obtain an estimate^ , it is straightforward to obtain an initial estimate for given by^
The second step in the two-stage method in this case is to estimate f , g using non-linear maximization of equation (6), while setting the initial parameter estimates to {^ ,^ g.
Estimating the next-generation matrix using incidence of recurrent outbreaks
Accurately estimating the NGM together with S 0j using incidence data of a single epidemic can be a difficult challenge in some cases (see section 4). For an infectious disease with repeated annual epidemics such as influenza, we can improve our estimates by fitting the model to recurrent outbreaks while assuming some model parameters remain fixed over the years. In the case of influenza, a reasonable first assumption regarding the matrix is that it can be broken down to elements that are likely to vary very little over a period of several years and can be approximated as fixed, and elements that do change from year to year but are age-independent. Specifically, agegroup contact patterns and the (possibly age-dependent) probabilities of transmission or infection upon contact, should remain more or less the same over a period of several years (this is an unmentioned assumption of most modeling studies employing a contact matrix obtained from surveys as the survey was conducted at one time while the matrix is used to model epidemics at a different time(s) [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] ). However, the transmissibility of the prevailing influenza virus in a specific year could change from year to year 45 but should affect individuals of all age-groups in a similar manner. Thus, we can assume that the NGMs for any two years in this period are the same up to a scaling factor. Denoting as the NGM for year y ¼ 1, the NGMs for years y ! 2 are given by r y for some scaling factors r y . We can then rewrite the transmission model (equation (1)) for recurrent annual outbreaks as follows
where we set r 1 ¼ 1. The matrix notation of the observation model for multiple outbreaks can be written using a concatenation of the matrix X and the vector Y in equation (5) for each outbreak, so that for L outbreaks of length
Here, the components of the matrix X are given by X 
Simulation study
Our main goal is to evaluate how well can the NGM be estimated using the two-stage method in each of the scenarios described in sections 3.1 to 3.3 above. We evaluate the finite sample properties of the two-stage method by simulating incidence data for two age-groups corresponding to children and adults, where the size of the adults age-group was set as two times the size of the children age-group (N 1 ¼ 10 6 and N 2 ¼ 2Â10 6 ). Specifically, we use three 2 Â 2 matrices that can be seen to represent different matrix structures (Table 1) . In all three matrices, the main diagonal elements are larger than the off-diagonal elements as it is expected that more infections are caused by individuals from the same age-group compared to individuals from another age-group. The matrices differ in the relation between the R 0 of children and adults (in matrix1 R 01 4 R 02 , in matrix2 R 01 ¼ R 02 and in matrix3 R 01 5 R 02 ). In addition, matrix2 and matrix3 are symmetrical, implying that a child infects the same number of adults as an adult infects children, while in matrix1 a child infects more adults than an adult infects children. The values of each matrix were set so that R 0 ¼ 3 (the spectral radius of the matrix is 3). When estimating using a single outbreak, the initial fraction of susceptible individuals in each age-group were set to S 01 ¼ S 02 ¼ 0:4, leading to an effective reproductive number of R e ¼ 1:2 (equation (2)), which is a typical value for seasonal influenza outbreaks. 44, 45 The initial number of infected in each age-group was set as 0.1% of the initial susceptible population in each age-group, which is a low incidence compared to the unfolding epidemic but high enough so as to avoid any effects of dynamical stochasticity associated with the initial phase of an outbreak. 26, 46 The serial interval distribution P , 1 d ð Þ was set according to the estimated profile for influenza epidemics with d ¼ 7 days. 26, 47 For each of the examined matrices, age-group incidence data was generated using the transmission model (equation (1)). Given the incidence data, 500 Monte Carlo simulations of the observation model (equation (4)) where ran (verified to be enough simulations in order to obtain similar results upon repeated tests), with the noise parameters set to a ¼ 10 and b ¼ 0:1, producing realistic-looking variance in the observed incidence data (see Figure 1 ). Using the two-stage method, we estimate for each of the simulations, while either assuming S 0j are known (section 3.1), or assuming they are unknown, in which case we estimate them as well using the two-stage method for the semi-linear model (section 3.2). In both scenarios, we also estimate the observation model parameters a and b . We approximate E ML and Var ML using their Monte Carlo counterparts obtained from the 500 estimates of in order to assess the mean square error (MSE) for ML given by
In calculating the direct estimator we used a seven-day moving average smoothing to obtainî j . The non-linear maximization of equation (6) was performed using the simplex algorithm 48 as it was implemented by the fminsearch function in Matlab (R2016a).
To test the effect of fitting multiple epidemics data using the assumption described in section 3.3, we generated 10 years of incidence data using the same three matrices. We selected values for R e and S 0j for each year y ¼ 1, . . . , 10 such that avg R Table S1 for details). These values give a year to year variation in the simulated outbreak sizes that resembles the year to year variation observed in actual influenza incidence data (compare simulated data to real outbreaks data in Figures S2 and Figure 4 , respectively). Given the values for R Note: The results are given for the following four scenarios: (i) fitting the incidence of a single epidemic assuming S 0j are known; (ii) fitting the incidence of a single epidemic while estimating S 0j ; (iii) fitting the incidence of 10 recurrent epidemics assuming S y 0j are known; (iv) fitting the incidence of 10 recurrent epidemics while estimating S y 0j .
The factors r y , calculated for each matrix (Table S1 ), were used with the transmission model (equation (7)) to generate incidence data for multiple outbreaks. As before, we ran a Monte Carlo study, generating 500 stochastic simulations of ten outbreaks using the observation model (equation (4)). We fit these simulated data for two scenarios: i) assuming S y 0 j (y ¼ 1, . . . , 10Þ are known and ii) assuming they are unknown. In both cases, we estimate the parameters of together with the additional parameters r y for y ¼ 2, . . . , 10 (in order to force identifiability in this scenario we fixed r 1 ¼ 1 and did not estimate it), by employing the two-stage method for the semi-linear model. In these scenarios, we fix the observation model parameters a and b to their actual values and did not attempt to estimate them, as estimating these parameters together with the numerous transmission model parameters proved to be a computationally demanding and time-consuming task to perform as part of a Monte Carlo simulation study.
Estimating the next-generation matrix from influenza-like-illness incidence data
We employ the two-stage method in order to fit influenza-like-illness (ILI) incidence data in two age-groups of children (0-19) and adults (20þ). The ILI data depicts diagnoses given to patients visiting the community clinics of the Maccabi health maintenance organization (HMO) in Israel, which has a nationwide coverage of 20-25% (Table S6 ). The incidence data includes 11 seasonal influenza epidemics between 1998 and 2013. We excluded three seasons from this dataset -the 2002/2003 and 2005/2006 seasons, which were dominated by an influenza B virus as opposed to an influenza A virus in the rest of the seasons, and the 2009/2010 season, which was dominated across the globe by a novel influenza A/H1N1 strain (generating an influenza pandemic). The unique circumstances of these three seasons present themselves in the incidence data with features that are not observed in the rest of the seasons. 45 In order to properly fit these three seasons together with the rest of the seasons, we need to enhance the model to incorporate more details (e.g. the effect of weather conditions and school vacations on the transmission rates), 36, 44 which was out of the scope for the current paper. We determined the beginning and ending of each influenza season according to the findings of virological tests for influenza virus performed on suspected ILI patients visiting sentinel clinics of the Israeli Health Ministry (see Table S6 ). The daily ILI incidence was smoothed using a seven-day moving average, in order to deal with the ''weekend effect'' (the incidence dropping close to zero during weekends as clinics are closed). We used the following observation model to fit the ILI data Figure 1 . Simulated age-group incidence for two age-groups (children and adults) obtained using three different NGMs termed matrix1, matrix2 and matrix3 (see Table 1 for parameter values). The adult population was set as twice the size of the children population. Black curves are showing the incidence obtained using the deterministic transmission model (equation (1)), with the matrices set so that R 0 ¼ 3 and the initial fraction of susceptible individuals in both age-groups set to S 0 ¼ 0:4. Blue (children) and red (adults) regions show the incidence obtained from 500 simulations of the stochastic observation model (equation (4)) with a ¼ 10 and b ¼ 0:1. Green (children) and yellow (adults) regions show the fit obtained to the stochastic simulations using the two-stage method while estimating S 0j as well (scenario (ii)).
where ILI y j is the ILI incidence in age-group j at year y, i y j is the influenza incidence in age-group j at year y (given by the transmission model, equation (7)), y j are the surveillance rates or the fraction of Maccabi members in the whole population, and y j are the reporting rates which represents the relation between actual influenza incidence and the ILI incidence in the whole population (see Table S6 for information regarding the surveillance and reporting rates). By fitting the ILI data, the NGM for each seasonal epidemic outbreak is estimated, assuming that the matrix remains the same between years up to a scaling factor. This is accomplished by estimating a single NGM for all years and a scaling factor r y for y ¼ 2, . . . , 11 with r 1 (i.e. the first year) fixed to 1, so that the NGM for year y is y ¼ r y (see section 3.3 above for details). We also estimate the initial fraction of susceptible individuals in each of the age-groups for each year S y 0 j , as well as the observation model parameters a and b . The initial number of infected in each age-group is set according to the ILI incidence in the week prior to the start of the fit. We employ the two-stage method for semi-linear model to obtain estimates for the model parameters. We calculate 95% confidence intervals (CI) for the estimated NGM components using profile likelihood 11 after testing the method on the simulated data and verifying its 95% nominal coverage (see Figure S4 , Supplementary Material).
Results

Estimating the next-generation matrix from simulated data
We first present the results of exploring the finite sample properties of the two-stage method used for estimating the NGM based on simulated data. As detailed in the Methods (section 3.4), three 2 Â 2 matrices were employed under four different scenarios:
i. fitting incidence of a single epidemic assuming the initial fraction of susceptible population in each age-group (S 0j ) are known ii. fitting incidence of a single epidemic while estimating S 0j iii. fitting incidence of ten recurrent epidemics while estimating the scaling factors for the NGM in year y (r y , y 4 1), assuming S y 0j are known iv. fitting incidence of ten recurrent epidemics while estimating r y and S y 0j . Figure 2 summarizes the estimates for obtained by fitting the simulated data using only the first step of the method (the direct estimates, see also Table S2 ) and using the complete two-stage method (direct þ maximumlikelihood, see also Table 1 ). In addition, we examined the results of fitting the simulated data using maximumlikelihood starting from random initial values (Table S3) . Based on the simulation study, we note the following findings:
(1) When fitting a single outbreak, the MSE (equation (8)) is gradually growing from matrix1 to matrix2 and then to matrix3. A possible explanation for this finding is that the ability to estimate is related to the similarity (in the sense discussed above) of the incidence functions of the two groups. This may result in the matrix B ¼ X T X being closer and closer to singular, leading to higher variance of the parameter estimators (see SM section 1).
(2) The estimates of from a single outbreak are much more accurate when S 0j are known (scenario (i)) compared to when S 0j are unknown (scenario(ii)). In all three matrices, the bias and variance obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations are considerably smaller in scenario (i) compared to scenario (ii) (see scenarios (i) and (ii) in Figure 2 and Table 1 ). (3) Using the assumption regarding being constant up to a factor from year to year allows to obtain much more accurate estimates for when fitting 10 outbreaks with varying initial conditions. When S y 0j are known (scenario (iii)), can be estimated almost perfectly (the bias and variance obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations are close to zero -see scenario (iii) in Figure 2 and Table 1 ). Even when S y 0j are unknown (scenario (iv)), can be estimated rather accurately. The same is also true for estimates of S y 0j ( Figure 3 and Table S4 ) and r y (Table S5 ). The estimates improve when fitting 10 outbreaks together compared to fitting a single outbreak. Note that with matrix1 and matrix2, the variance in the estimates of S 0 for adults is larger than in the children. We conjecture that due to the nonlinearity of the model, the variance of the estimators is a function of the model parameters; however, verifying this theoretically or numerically is beyond the scope of this work. It is expected that with an increasing number of outbreaks fitted, the obtained MSE will decrease further.
(4) Using maximum-likelihood optimization starting from the estimates given by the direct method improves the estimates of (compare Table 1 and Table S2 ). In one case, we did obtain a lower MSE using the direct estimates compared to the maximum-likelihood estimates (matrix3, scenario (ii)). In this case, the direct estimates had smaller variance than the maximum-likelihood estimates at the expanse of a larger bias, as can be expected due to smoothing. 40 The results obtained using maximum-likelihood optimization while starting from random initial values are almost always worse than the results obtained by starting the maximum-likelihood optimization from the direct method estimates (see Table S3 ). Figure 4 shows the best fit obtained to the ILI data using the two-stage method estimates. As explained in the section 3.5, the NGM for each year is obtained by estimating a matrix for the first year and a multiplicative factor for each of the following years that captures the relation between the matrix in year y 4 1 and the first year matrix. The obtained matrix is highly assortative, indicating that most of the transmission occurs within the two age-groups, with the highest transmission being from children to children and the lowest transmission from adults to children. According to this matrix, in an entirely susceptible population a child would infect, on average, 1.2 times more individuals than Figure 2 . Summary of fitting three 2 Â 2 NGMs to simulated incidence data using only the direct method (top panels, see also Table S2 ) and using the full two-stage method (bottom panels, see also Table 1) . 'x' marks the actual values of the NGMs. 'o' and bars mark the mean and standard deviation obtained by fitting 500 instances of the stochastic observation model (equation (4)). The four scenarios are: (i) fitting the incidence of a single epidemic assuming S 0j are known (blue); (ii) fitting the incidence of a single epidemic while estimating S 0j as well (green); (iii) fitting the incidence of 10 epidemics assuming S y 0j are known (magenta); and (iv) fitting the incidence of 10 epidemics while estimating S y 0j as well (cyan).
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an adult would, as Figure 5 shows the estimated S 0 , R 0 and R e values for each age-group and the population as a whole, in each of the years (see also Table S6 ). For most seasons, the estimated S 0 values for children are higher than those of the adults. In 2010, a year after the arrival of the novel pandemic strain, S 0 in both age-groups is estimated to be much higher than previous years, with a larger fraction of susceptible children compared to adults. A year later, in 2011, the estimates of S 0 in both age-groups are back to their ''normal'' value range. The estimates for the effective reproductive number (R e ) in the population as a whole vary from 1.15 to 1.50 with considerable differences in R e between children and adults. The values of R e in adults are typically below or just above the threshold of one, indicating that without children, seasonal influenza epidemics would not manage to spread in the population (at least not every year). The maximum-likelihood estimates for the variance components are a ¼ 12:6 and b ¼ 0:05. 
Discussion
The above analysis demonstrates the potential of using incidence data to obtain good estimates of both the NGM, as well as the population susceptibility, without the need to make prior assumptions on the structure of the matrix. By implementing a large simulation experiment, several aspects of the finite sample properties of the two-stage method used for estimating the NGM were recognized. It was demonstrated that given incidence data of a single outbreak, the NGM can be accurately estimated, if the initial fractions of susceptible population are known (e.g. when it is known that the whole population is susceptible). When the initial population susceptibility is unknown, estimating the NGM becomes more difficult, but still feasible. We have shown that it is possible to improve the estimates using incidence from recurrent outbreaks. This is performed by assuming that age-group transmission patterns remain fixed over a period of several years, while the transmissibility of the pathogen (R 0 ) may vary between years but affect individuals of all age-groups in a similar manner. Our analysis and simulations reveal that as the age-groups incidence curves are similar to each other (in the sense that i 2 % c Â i 1 ), it becomes more difficult to establish parameter identifiability. This suggests that when deciding if and how to partition incidence data of the whole population into age-group incidence data, considering the distinction in the incidence of the age-groups in the suggested partitioning should play a major role. However, this empirical observation requires further theoretical analysis of the model in order to understand it better.
Estimating the parameters of the age-group model was not a trivial task. Indeed, although maximum-likelihood estimation has desirable statistical properties, at present, there is no clear scheme (either numerical or analytical) that can guarantee optimal parameter estimates. The likelihood function in our case is multivariable, and may possibly have complex surfaces with numerous local minima, maxima and saddle points that may lead to local convergence of optimization algorithms. In particular, finding the maximum-likelihood estimate can be vastly reliant on the selected initial conditions used in the optimization procedure, thus making the pursuit for adequate optimum computationally demanding and complex. Therefore, our analysis employed a two-stage approach for the estimation procedure, which in step one uses a direct method to obtain initial parameter estimates that are then plugged into a maximum-likelihood optimization in step two. The effect of the direct step can be seen when examining the results of maximum-likelihood optimization starting from random initial parameter values, which lead to estimates with much higher MSE compared to the results of the two-stage method (Table S3 ). One can attempt to improve the results by starting the optimization from numerous sets of random initial values. This might be feasible when estimating a small number of parameters. However, with a growing number of parameters to estimate, it becomes increasingly difficult to converge to the optimum values using this method, and to do so in a reasonable amount of time. The direct step helps the optimization avoid local solutions and reach the optimum values faster, and appears to be more robust in some of the scenarios we explored. In addition, the linear (in the parameters) representation of the model enables to obtain some basic identifiability properties of the model and hence, a better understanding of the problem at hand.
The statistical properties of the direct estimator will depend on the amount of smoothing of the observations, which leads to the typical bias-variance trade off (see, e.g., Dattner et al. 40 in the context of ordinary differential equations). Deriving the theoretical properties of the direct estimator is outside the scope of this work. In the simulation study performed here, the observations were smoothed using a seven-day moving average. However, when fitting the ILI data, we did examine the effect of the size of the smoothing window by running the two-stage procedure using different smoothing windows for the first step and comparing the results obtained at the end of the second step. We found that while the size of the smoothing window had some effect on the estimates obtained at the first step, the effect did not carry over to the estimates obtained at the end of the second step. That is, the estimates of the two-stage method were not sensitive to the size of the smoothing window used for the direct estimator (a similar observation was made in Dattner 37 ). Previous attempts of estimating the NGM using incidence data were restricted to the initial phase of the outbreak. Given such data limitations forced either making simplifying assumptions about the structure of the matrix so as to reduce the number of estimated parameters, 25 or combine incidence data with contact tracing data to bypassed the need to restrict the matrix structure. 26 The current work demonstrates that given enough high quality incidence data, it is possible to obtain reliable estimates of the NGM without the need to restrict the matrix Figure 5 . Estimates of S 0 , R 0 , and R e per year in children, adults and the population as a whole (see also Table S6 ). The basic reproductive number (R 0 ) in year y and age-group j is calculated as R 0 y j ¼ r y P m l¼1 lj , and in the population as a whole R y 0 ¼ ðr y Þ. Similarly, the effective reproductive number (R e ) is calculated for each age-group and the population as a whole using the fraction of susceptible individuals (S 0 ) in each age-group (equation (2)).
or use contact data. We found that the Israeli NGM for influenza is highly assortative, implying that most of the infections are restricted to within the age-groups, with the maximum transmission rates focused within the children. This finding is consistent with the POLYMOD study, which estimated that the strongest levels of contacts were between children as well. 29 Similar matrix structure was also obtained in a previous attempt to estimate the NGM for pandemic influenza. 26 The parameter estimates of the key relevant epidemiological parameters S 0 , R 0 and R e for the population as a whole, obtained by fitting the age-group model to eleven years of ILI data from Israel, are in line with previous values estimated using a simple SIR model with no agegroups. 44, 45 More so, the qualitative findings of Hupper et al. 45 who observed an increasing trend in R 0 and a decreasing trend in S 0 between 1998 and 2009, were also obtained in this study using the more complex age-group model ( Figure 5 ). However, by fitting an age-group model we also obtain estimates for S 0 , R 0 and R e in each agegroup, which can be of importance. For example, the fact that the estimates of R e in adults are close to or below unity implies that targeted interventions towards children might lead to the prevention of seasonal influenza outbreaks altogether. Similar results were obtained for pandemic influenza in Israel 36 and for seasonal influenza in other locations across the globe. [49] [50] [51] [52] In general, estimates of epidemiological parameters of an agegroup model can be helpful in implementing and improving vaccine allocation and other mitigation strategies used to reduce the burden of infectious diseases.
One possible difficulty regarding the use of incidence data in fitting age-group models is that in many cases, records are incomplete, due, for instance, to partial detection. 44, 53 However, application of the methods presented here does not necessitate the use of complete incidence data. As long as the reporting rate of the different agegroups is constant in time and/or is not age dependent, the data can be used (see literature 25, 47 for further discussion). Differences in the reporting rate among different age-groups (for example, if members of some agegroups are less likely to seek medical care) will lead to biases in the estimated NGM. Therefore, it is crucial to have a good assessment of the reporting rates in the different age-groups, possibly through some independent sources. Here, we established the relation between ILI and influenza in children and adults based on the results of Yaari et al., 36 using the estimated influenza incidence obtained by fitting virological and serological data collected during the 2009/10 pandemic (see Table S6 ), but more information is necessary to verify how good are these assessments for seasonal influenza epidemics. Consideration needs to be given as well to the possibility of changes in the reporting rates during the outbreak, 34, 36 resulting in a change in the fraction of cases detected, which can also lead to biases in the obtained estimates.
In a future research, we intend to further test the capability of the two-stage method to obtain accurate estimates of the NGM in more complex models (e.g. additional age-groups). There is also a need for further analysis to improve our understanding on the issue of structural identifiability. Finally, one would like to derive theoretical properties of the direct approach, used in the first step of the two-stage method, such as consistency, convergence rates, and limiting distribution which in turn, will lead to better understanding of the problem and the estimation methods.
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